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MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - OFFICIAL INSPECTION REPORT

FACILITY NAME

LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                         ¨FACILITY     ¨OWNER     þACCOUNT

FACILITY IDTIME IN TIME OUT RELATED ID

DATE

PE

ACTION:

RESULT:

SERVICE:

IDENTIFIER: 

INSPECTOR

PERMIT EXPIRATIONREINSPECTION DATE

HOOVER RANCH 7 6/29/2015 Not Specified 12/31/2014

10550 JEFFERSON ST, YUCAIPA CA 92399

FA0006134 9:50 AM 12:11 PM

Stacy Toynbee

4001

CONVENTIONAL HOUSES A-H

003 - INSPECTION - FOLLOW UP INSPECTION

005 - CORRECTIVE ACTION / FOLLOW UP REQU

003 - REINSPECTION REQUIRED

35870 FIR ST, YUCAIPA, CA 92399

PR0007018

MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL - Poultry Ranch Permit ALL

 40PT18 Nyguard - McLaughlin Gormley King Co.

Inspector Comments: Treated approx 1,500 sqft for new breeeding.Compliance Date: Not Specified

Reference  -  

Not In Compliance

Description:  

 Overall Inspection Comments

Inspection of community found adult fly presence moderate within .25 mile from ranch.  .25 to .5 mile from ranch sees a 

considerable drop off in numbers.  Spoke with resident from West of Fremont street and stated, "Flies now are nothing 

compared to 2 weeks ago." 

Inspection of ranch found adult fly population moderate.  Pesticide log records continued twice daily adulticiding with 

IGR/Neproex applied on the 18th of June.  Also observed liberal use of lime and scatter bait.

Lids on dead bird and waste egg barrels. Barrels being used and emptied often.

No active watering system leaks observed.  Areas of prior leaks have lime applied and is being removed and thin spread 

to dry.

Cooling system leaks is being managed at this time with barrels and buckets to catch water and is not being allowed to 

reach manure.

Bait stations are being maintained.

Observed ranch operator replacing broken feed troughs to correct spilled feed problem.  

Manure in house C needs to be watched closely and removed as needed.  Large areas of semi dry manure is starting to 

breed.  Pointed out area to operator.  

Manure in staging area in now being thin spread and is drying well. Breeding down to light and manure spread less than 

2 inches thick at this time.  Vector Control sprayed spread manure at newly placed manure and new breeding sites with 

Nygard.

Also applied spot treatment in houses F, G, and H.

Area of concern:

Ground house behind laying boxes on East side and fenced area between ground house and house G need to be 

cleaned out.  Waste eggs in large numbers with manure and debris.

Continue twice daily adulticidng and re-treatment with Neporex as soon as label allows.      

Continue to follow thin spreading ordnances.
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